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Next Run No:                                                                 
Date: February 26th 2018  
Start: Pew Tor 
On Down: Whitchurch Inn, Whitchurch   
Hares: Glani & Biff 
Scribe: TBA 
 

Strictly Come Hashing 

 

I was supposed to write the Hash mag the week before last but had to swap with 

Nipple Deep on account of being Up North to watch “Strictly: the live tour” at 

Nottingham Arena. Fab-u-lous Dahling! It was Gorgeous! Craig was there with a face 

like a slapped arse, Bruno gesticulated wildly and Dame Darcy looked regal! And the 

dancing was just like watching it on t’tele. We waved our glittery gold ‘10’ paddles 

about and whooped whooped with the rest of the 6,000 fans in the Arena. Didn’t miss 

the Hash at all. 

 

So this week for one week only everyone gets a Strictly Come Hashing  score  

1-10 for hashing style. First up is Grandpa, first in the pub, after Posh Pinny and 

myself of course! He scored 2 for going to the start of the run and paying his pound 

but then not running! So not even a slow Foxtrot then. Posh Pinny was awarded half a 

point for walking down the road to the pub. Windy, Racey and Well Laid scored 1 for 

just turning up in the pub, Underlay scored 3 for actually running down the road a bit.  

 

News from the trail was rather more exciting, Nipple Deep tried to do a fleckle but 

landed face first in the mud…altogether now SEVEN. Scupper Sucker lost just the 

sole of his hashing shoe in the bog so was awarded a 4 with the judges’ comment 

being “should buy better quality trainers Scupper Sucker”!  (Did you hear about 

Scupper Sucker trying to get into Pimp’s jeans? He spent several minutes trying to 
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force his leg into these exceptionally small jeans and scored 10 for Lindy Hopping 

about the car park). Both Scrotey and Gannet lost shoes in the swamp but apparently 

managed to find them again so scored 6 for their version of the Bog Tango. It was 

nice to see Debarkle with his dog Jimmy, they scored 9 for spending 45 minutes 

circling from bog to bog, the finale being Jimmy rolling in something horrible in their 

original version of a Viennese Hashing Waltz. 

 

Overall the Hash scored a magnificent 10 for having very squidgy shiggy between the 

tussocks. 

 

Hash Hush 

Our GM was absent as she was a bit poorly, (camping out on Dartmoor at this time of 

the year turned out to be not such a good idea!) Nipple Deep stepped in to present 

the Hash Hush. We shouted and groaned a Happy Birthday to Underlay who 

celebrated her 60th birthday and to Windy who is considerably more than 60! A 

Happy Birthday to them both.  

 

Nipply reminded everybody to hurry up and get their Tickets for the “TVH3 and the 

Holy Trail” do and choose their menu options and pay up. Only a couple of weeks to go 

now, it’s on March 3rd at Moorland Garden Hotel. Spike has negotiated a special rate 

of £100 a room if you want to stay over. 

 

Naughty Boy still needs volunteers to set Hashes during March, come on you lot even 

Stannary manages to get a hare each week and there are only 5 of them!! 

 

And Finally… 

 

                  
 


